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Innovation 
What can new 

technologies do 
to enhance 

human 
knowledge and 

skill in the 
modern scaling 

business?



Can we make new tools to fit our 
environment, not make our 

environment fit the new tools?



Howe Sound, B.C., Canada, 
sheltered deep water, close to the 

Vancouver log market





British Columbia, 16,000 miles or 
25,000Km of coastline  

( Washington to California 7600 miles)



Multiple Custom Log Sorts Processing 
More Than 3 Million Cubic Meters Of 

Logs Per Year



Nearly the entire foreshore is 
dedicated to log processing



The ocean makes it all 
possible



Multiple transport 
methods



More than just sorting and 
scaling is going on.



Processed logs arriving at 
shipside in New Zealand



Different timber profile 
requires a different approach



The dynamics of custom log sorting 
and processing in multiple varied 

timber profiles.



Custom sorting parameters,
Multiple customers, hundreds of 

variations, 20 X 40= 800 sorts



High value complex logs 



Challenging decision 
making



Machinery used to upgrade 
and maximize value



Careful analysis 



What about automated 
scaling?



Value is added at the point of 
sorting and must be measurable



The Challenge is 
considerable



How will we measure this?



Or This?



Or this?



What’s in that container?



Handheld 
Revolution



F.B.M. Talley from the 
1950’s, 2 key stroke entry!



How much 
Data can a 

scaler
reasonably

Enter?



Trim must be scaled as a log and at 
times even given a quality code.



Each line represents one log, 
with Scribner, 20 key stokes 

minimum.



A single piece of trim can 
require 12 key strokes!



A single processed log can require 
more than 64 key strokes of data 

entry!



19 sailings, 300 cars, 6 digit license 
plates = 34,200 key strokes
8200 logs, Average 15 key strokes log entry,
123,000 key strokes. ( plus header info), and 
maybe even a few seconds to look at the log.



A very dynamic 
environment!



Keeping track of it all



What is the role of Human 
experience in the future? 



We have learned ways to 
overcome other challenges.



To even profit from what 
were costs.



What tools do we need for 
the future?



What role will scalers play?



Early use of 
logs



One thing led 
to another



And another!



A step forward or?



Thank You From all of us at Garrett 
Log Service Ltd. and Richmond 

Systems Ltd.


